T~ ; (~+ ) . The solutions of these problems are limit of discrete schemes and the crucial point is to define these approximations in a Lebesgue sense. The results about this Cauchy problem consist in existence of an evolution operator, integral inequalities (extending Benilan's inequalities for integral solutions), and continuous properties ; they extend the theory of evolution equations initiated at the beginning of the seventeenth by Crandall, Liggett, Benilan, Kobayashi, Evans, ( [10] , [ 12] , ...), and include more recent generalizations as in [18] and [6] . This general study motivated by the observation problem of a heat exchanger (see [16] ) where a Loo-control multiplies an unbounded operator, establishes in Theorem 3.4 a suitable continuity property with respect to the weak* topology on the weights (see applications in [3] , [7] , [20] [18] et [6] . Cette etude motivee par un probleme d' observabilite pour un echangeur thermique (voir [16] ) ou un controle L°° agit multiplicativement sur un operateur non borne, contient en outre (Theoreme 3.4) une propriete de continuite vis-a-vis de la topologie *-faible des poids dans L°° (cf. [3] , [7] , [20] , ... pour les applications). © Elsevier, 1 . INTRODUCTION This paper deals with the abstract Cauchy problem in a general Banach framework, for a class of nonlinear systems in which the control a acts on unbounded operators. These situations could be met, for instance, in the field of heat transfer applications, transport phenomena or biochemical processes, for which, so far as we know, the classical theorems of existence of discrete approximations, uniqueness and continuity with respect to the parameters of the solutions could not be applied directly (see [3] , [14] , [16] ). This This framework contains the cases studied in [18] , [5] or [6] and allows to study, without restriction on the weights (see [20] for instance). (i) Given an ~-adapted partition, with the strong range condition (assumption (a) of it is possible to find an ~-adapted solution of (ii) We can replace 0 in the second member of (5) [ 11 ] ).
Second, let us mention without proof (see [2] or [17] Indeed, the inequality (16) (19) it follows easily from the above inequality, the required relation, [8] [19] , [6] 
